Rocket® EOS® 360

Deliver business-critical information fast while reducing compliance risk

Rocket EOS 360 is a comprehensive output management solution that integrates with mainframe environments to handle the capture, storage, and secure access of application output data. Its integration with Mobius View enables a common content viewing platform between Mobius and EOS 360 and delivers enhanced federation and redaction capabilities.

Benefits/Features

- **Realize cost savings**
  Streamline output management processes to reduce manual intervention and MSU consumption while optimizing operations.

- **Enable efficient business workflows**
  Timely, secure delivery of critical business information empowers employees to make better-informed decisions and respond to critical data quickly.

- **Enhance user experience**
  Deliver business-critical information directly to users quickly while integrating web services to build customized experiences for partners and customers.

- **Improve data accessibility**
  Drive data utilization and analysis through centralized and standardized output management.
With Rocket EOS® 360 you can

- **Integrate with mainframe environments**
  Seamlessly integrate with your mainframe systems to capture output more efficiently from various applications running on the mainframe.

- **Securely capture and store data**
  Seamlessly capture output data, such as reports, documents, and other business-critical information, and securely store for future reference and use.

- **Enable fast and secure access**
  Quickly and easily access output data while safeguarding its integrity — only authorized users can access specific information, reducing the risk of unauthorized data exposure.

- **Streamline operations**
  Automate the output management process to streamline operations, reduce manual interventions, and increase operational efficiency.

- **Promote data trust**
  Standardize the output management process to promote consistency and reliability across your organization’s data delivery devices.

- **Rest easy**
  Implement encryption and access controls to protect sensitive information and maintain compliance with data privacy regulations.

**How do IT leaders measure success?**

- 71% INCREASED EFFICIENCY
- 67% OPTIMIZED RESOURCES
- 63% REDUCED RISK

*Rocket Software 2023 Survey Report: What Keeps IT Leaders Up at Night*

**What are you waiting for?**
Talk to an expert today

Visit RocketSoftware.com ➞

Book a demo